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Abstrat. A numerial method is proposed in order to trak eld lines of three-dimensional divergene
free elds. Field lines are omputed by a loally valid Hamiltonian mapping, whih is omputed using
a sympleti sheme. The method is theoretially valid everywhere but at points where the eld is null
or innite. For any three dimensional ux onservative eld for whih problemati points are suiently
sparse, a systemati proedure is proposed and implemented. Constrution of eld lines is ahieved by
means of traers and the introdution of various Hamiltonians adapted to the geometrial state eah line
or traer is. The states are artiially dened by an a priori given frame of referene and Cartesian oor-
dinates, and refer to a Hamiltonian whih is loally valid at the time step to be omputed. This proedure
ensures the preservation of the volume (ux ondition) during the iteration. This method is rst tested
with an ABC-type ow. Its benets when ompared to typial Runge-Kutta sheme are demonstrated.
Potential use of the method to exhibit oherent Lagrangian strutures in a haoti setting is shown. An
illustration to the omputation of magneti eld lines resulting from a three-dimensional MHD simulation
is also provided.
PACS. 0 5.45.A, 05.45.Pq, 47.52.+j, 47.65.Md
1 Introdution
With the onstant inrease of omputing power, one is
now able to simulate more and more preisely omplex
systems, among whih three dimensional uid ows. In
order to takle these simulations one is often bound to
use an Eulerian perspetive on ows or elds. However,
if one is interested in transport properties, a Lagrangian
perspetive is often best suited [1℄. For instane the phe-
nomenon of haoti advetion translates the fat that uid
trajetories are haoti despite the laminar struture of
the ow [2℄. In two dimensional ows haoti advetion
has been studied extensively, as it oers the possibility to
drastially inrease the mixing properties of a given time-
dependent ow. If the ow is stationnary trajetories of
passive traers resume to eld lines, and no haos or mix-
ing ours in two dimensions. However when onsidering
three-dimensional elds, eld lines are generially haoti
for a stationary ow. Understanding the eld line haoti
strutures in these stationary ows an be therefore on-
sidered as a rst step towards understanding transport
a
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in these ows. Note also that anyhow, a passive traer
trajetory is loally tangent to the eld line for the on-
sidered time, hene omputing eld lines orretly is as
well a rst numerial step in order to ompute trajeto-
ries. This haos of eld lines has been investigated for
a long time in plasma physis, espeially when onerned
with the oneption of magnetially onning devies suh
as tokamaks [3℄. Indeed, the oneption of suh devies
originates from the fat that harged partiles are loally
trapped by and along magneti eld lines. The haos of
eld lines is therefore a ruial ingredient for the under-
standing and haraterisation of plasma transport prop-
erties. Note although that in plasma devies, suh that a
tokamak, numerial studies of three dimensional magneti
eld lines is simplied thanks to the toroidal geometry and
a strong anisotropi magneti eld.
In this paper we propose a volume (ux) preserving
numerial approah to the omputation of eld lines of
three dimensional divergene free elds, while making no
assumption on the anisotropy and geometry of the eld.
A rst attempt in this diretion has been proposed in [4℄,
however suh shemes are rst order ones and are not
generi to ux onservative elds. Field lines of onser-
vative ux elds as we already mentionned, known to be
generially haoti in three dimensions (see for instane
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[5℄ for some nie illustrations and referenes). This prop-
erty is often illustrated by means of a speial loal trans-
formation: the equation of eld lines an be written in a
Hamiltonian form. These Hamiltonians belong to the lass
of 1- 1
2
degrees of freedom systems, whih are known to ex-
hibit generially haoti behaviour. More speially the
eld lines exhibit Hamiltonian haos, implying some vol-
ume preserving onstraints as well as time-reversibility.
These features make Hamiltonian haos quite peuliar, no
soure nor sinks are possibles, neither are attrators, as
suh the dynamis does not have speial asymptotis dis-
playing for instane a fratal attrator.
Our strategy to ompute eld lines numerially while
keeping these spei haoti features is to use this Hamil-
tonian mapping and ouple it to a sympleti sheme. The
sympleti sheme ensures the preservation of the ux of
the original eld, by preserving the volume in phase spae
[6℄. We insist, that this volume preservation is essential
in Hamiltonian dynamis as it prevents the system from
having any attrator as well as soure or sinks in phase
spae, a feature whih is essential when onsidering trans-
port properties for large times and omputing the kinetis
limit. In the same spirit, we may expet that paying at-
tention to volume preservation while omputing eld lines
beomes quite relevant when the eld itself is "properly"
omputed. We might think therefore to ouple this nu-
meri sheme for eld lines to an exatly onservative in-
tegrator for the Euler ow, suh as the one disussed in
[7℄. Finally we would like to mention that the full three
dimensional inompressible and ideal hydrodynamis an
be also redued to a Hamiltonian formalism [8℄, using for
instane Clebsh variables, but we are then dealing with
an innite dimensional phase spae, the numerial algo-
rithms are then not easily implemented although using
the so alled vortex-line representation seems promising
[9℄. Our approah is muh more modest as we do not deal
with the omputation of the eld itself, but also allows us
to onsider any divergene free eld, suh as a magneti
eld for instane.
Another potential interest in omputing eld lines for
a ux free eld is the possibility to ompute Poinaré
setions of the eld lines. We are then able to represent
global information regarding the three dimensional eld
on a plane or a number of planes, oering de fato an-
other perspetive on the ow and a tool from whih phys-
ial phenomena may have a simpler or dierent explana-
tion. In fat, this point of view has been reently used
quite suessfully in the ontext of identiation of three-
dimensional reonnetive strutures of a plasma in a pe-
uliar geometry [10℄, whih were ill-dened in a Eulerian
ontext. With suh an approah, we should also be able to
disriminate the physial importane of islands of regular
motion within a stohasti sea in the Poinaré setions:
For instane, by identifying the border between haoti
and non-haoti zones, we might identify a loalised three
dimensional struture whih does not neessarily have an
Eulerian ounterpart. If the Eulerian ounterpart exists,
we might have a tool to dene learly its shape and we
might test, as another step, its dynami robustness.
The paper is organised as follows. In Setion 2 a brief
summary of eld line equations and the Hamiltonian map-
ping is given. In Setion 3, we present how the Hamilto-
nian formalism is applied to numerial data. Then in Se-
tion 4, we apply the method to two dierent examples:
First an ABC like ow is onsidered. The eld lines are
omputed with a sympleti sheme and the Hamiltonian
formalism and are ompared with a Runge-Kutta inte-
gration, short-omings of the latter are learly exhibited.
A few dierent hoies of parameters are then hosen for
the ABC ow, and some three dimensional strutures are
extrated. Finally as a proof of feasibility beyond toy mod-
els, the method is applied to a magneti eld omputed
diretly from an MHD simulation and Poinaré setions
are shown.
2 Basi Equations
2.1 Equation of eld lines
Let us briey reall the denition of eld lines, for this
purpose let v be a three-dimensional vetor eld. Field
lines of v are urves whih are tangent to the eld at any
point. This denition may be problemati when the eld
is zero valued at one point, however we may expet for
a reasonable smooth eld that these points if they exist
may live on a subset of zero measure (their union have
a zero volume). In the following we will onsider that the
omputed eld lines do not ross suh a point. In a mathe-
matial sense we may onsider the denitions of eld lines
as:
v ∧ dM = 0 , (1)
where dM stands for a small displaement along the eld
line around a point M . It is usually easier to onsider a
given referene frame and use oordinates, we then rewrite
Eq.(1) as
dx
vx
=
dy
vy
=
dz
vz
=
ds
v
(2)
where dx, dy, dz are the oordinates of the displaement in
a given frame, and vx, vy, vz are the oordinates of v(M)
and v is its norm; ds stands for the norm of dM (we as-
sumed an orientation of the line is given ). Let us onsider
now a smooth eld, we then hoose our oordinate sys-
tems suh that in a given region vz 6= 0. Equations (2) are
diretly redued into a system of two ordinary dierential
equations {
dx/dz = vx/vz
dy/dz = vy/vz
, (3)
where z ats as a time variable. Note that this redution
is only loally valid as it may indue some titious singu-
larities if the line ends up in the neighbourhood of points
where vz = 0. This point will be disussed again later (see
se.3.3). Let us now fous on the Hamiltonian formalism.
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2.2 Hamiltonian formalism for divergene free elds
We are interested in nding a transformation whih will
allow one to desribe the evolution of traers along a eld
line in a Hamiltonian formalism. So let v be a three di-
mensional divergene free eld, suh as for instane the
veloity eld of an inompressible ow or a magneti eld
and let us reformulate Eq.(3) into a Hamiltonian formal-
ism in this frame. The divergene free ondition
∇ · v = 0 , (4)
implies the existene of a potential vetor ξ suh that
∇ ∧ ξ = v , (5)
ξ being dened up to a given arbitrary gradient (gauge
ondition).
Let us onsider the vetor potential ξ and relabel its
oordinates ξx = −p, ξz = H(x, y, z). Now using the gauge
liberty on the vetor potential ξ, we set ξy = 0. Given
Eq.(5) the eld v is rewritten as follows
v =
(
∂H
∂y
,−
∂H
∂x
−
∂p
∂z
,
∂p
∂y
)
. (6)
Notie taht the equation of motion for the Hamiltonian
H(x, y, z) are non-anonial. In what follows, we hange
the oordinate system suh that they beome anonial.
Given the oordinates (x, y, z), we dene q = x and τ = z
and swith to the new system (q, p, τ). We then onsider
the funtion H˜(p, q, τ) = H(x, y, z). Before moving on, we
reall that the hange of oordinates implies{
∂xf = ∂qf˜ + ∂xp∂pf˜
∂yf = vz∂pf˜
, (7)
where ∂af = ∂f/∂a. We then rewrite the equations of the
eld (3) in the new oordinate system and readily obtain
from Eqs.(6) {
q˙ = ∂H
∂p
p˙ = −∂H
∂q
, (8)
where the dot refers to a derivative with respet to τ and
the tilde was removed fromH . The equations are of anon-
ial Hamiltonian form with the (p, q) ating as anonial
onjugates, and τ ating as a time variable. Hamiltonian
H is the omponent of the potential vetor assoiated with
the hosen titious time (the z-diretion in our ase).
2.3 Loality
Note that the singularity for vz = 0 is not apparent in
Eq.(8). However the singularity remains beause the ti-
tious time beomes singular for vz = 0, whih if not ared
about might reverse the arrow of "time". This transfor-
mation is atually only loally valid. However, rst, given
our hypothesis of a relatively smooth eld, it is unlikely
that we hit a v = 0 point. Seond, we have a free hoie
of our oordinate system, thus we an rotate our frame as
we think is best. With this freedom of transformation, a
natural hoie would be to onsider a loally well suited
oordinate system in order to avoid singularities in vz. Un-
fortunately, this strategy is not well suited when omput-
ing many eld lines numerially at the same time. Indeed
eah would need its own loal Hamiltonian sine the gauge
ondition will be point dependent. And, as a result this
would be numerially expensive.
Besides the singularity, injetivity of the transforma-
tion (x, y, z) → (q, p, τ) must be ensured if one wants to
perform time evolution in Hamiltonian variables. Indeed,
the momentum is formally dened by
p =
∫ y
vzdy , (9)
and, without more speiations, uniity in the determi-
nation of y given the triplet (q, p, τ) is not guaranteed:
the history of vz along the eld line is inluded in p and
we may reover problems dealt with previously, related to
vz = 0. Moreover, it is also obvious in Eq.(9) that another
diulty will arise in a region for whih vy = 0. In this
region we expet to have dy = 0 and thus a stationary p
in y, making the transformation likely non-invertible.
As will be disussed in Se. 3, we settled for a ompro-
mise between implementability as well as numerial ost
and debugging time. Let us now disuss one of the key
reasons for this transformation to be performed.
2.4 Volume preserving sheme
We will now use this Hamiltonian struture in order to
ompute numerially the eld lines of v, beause it will
allow the use of a sympleti sheme whih ensures the
preservation of invariants, and whih given the divergene
free ondition (4), implies the onservation of volume along
eld lines.
It is well known that intrinsially to any soure-free
systems, there is a volume form of the phase spae ℜn,
say
f = dx1 ∧ dx2 . . . ∧ dxn , (10)
suh that the dynami evolution preserves this form. This
onstraints the geometri struture of the eld lines. To
expliit the struture numerially, it is ruial to use a
sheme preserving this property as shown in setion 3.
For n = 2, soure free vetor elds are Hamiltonian
elds and sympleti algorithms are area-preservingmaps.
The situation is dierent for n ≥ 3: all the onventional
methods, inluding the well-known Runge-Kutta and Eu-
ler methods, are non volume preserving (see [6,11℄). By
means of an essentially Hamiltonians deomposition of
soure free vetor elds, a volume preserving dierene
sheme was proposed in Ref. [6℄. The algorithm we used -
we will restrit ourselves to the ase n = 3 - does not use
the deomposition of Ref. [6℄: in suh a way, omputation
of the time evolution of the traers along the eld lines
requires the expliit introdution of only one Hamiltonian
(and not two), the prie being the introdution of a time
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dependent preferential spae diretion (see Se. 2.3). How-
ever, the idea is still to use the underlying loal Hamilto-
nian strutures, as explained in Se. 2.2, and integrate the
dynamial equations (8), by means of sympleti shemes.
This proedure, indeed, allows the preservation of the vol-
ume form
dx ∧ dy ∧ dz = dq ∧ dp ∧
dτ
vz
. (11)
The meaning of Eq. (11) is the following one : We know
that dx ∧ dy ∧ dz is preserved as time t evolves. From
the Hamiltonian framework we have that dq ∧ dp ∧ dτ is
preserved as the titious time τ evolves whih is here
the oordinate z. The onsisteny is provided by the way
we follow the evolutions, i.e., by the nonlinear relation
dz/dt = vz between these two evolutions.
3 Appliation to numerial data
3.1 Fourier representation
We now present a possible way to implement this for-
malism when dealing with a eld obtained by numerial
simulation. We onsider a quite ommon ase of a eld
with periodi boundary onditions. If this is the ase, it
is a ommon pratie to onsider the Fourier spae for
the omputation as for instane when one uses a pseudo-
spetral method. We therefore onsider a ase where all
the Fourier omponents vˆk of v are known. Here the vetor
k is used as a mode index. We shall also for onveniene
onsider that the number of modes is nite, whih is more
realisti when dealing with numerial data. Using equa-
tions (6) we then write the Hamiltonian and momentum
in the (x, y, z) oordinates:
H(x, y, z) =
∑
ky 6=0
vˆk,xe
ik·x
iky
+ y
∑
ky=0
vˆk,xe
ik·x

(12)
−
∑
ky=0,kx 6=0
vˆk,ye
ik·x
ikx
− x
 ∑
ky=0,kx=0
vˆk,ye
ik·x

(13)
p =
∑
ky 6=0
vˆk,ze
ik·x
iky
+ y
∑
ky=0
vˆk,ze
ik·x
 . (14)
Note that the ondition ξy = 0 is not fully suient to de-
termine H and p, and the equations (13) and (14) whih
are dened up to a funtion of x and z, reet our hoie
of trying to keep p as simple as possible, leaving the om-
plexity in H .
3.2 Numerial sheme
In order to ompute eld lines, we take advantage of the
Hamiltonian formalism and use a sympleti sheme. In
the present ase we onsider the fourth and sixth order
Gauss-Legendre sheme proposed in [12℄. However the trans-
formation from the (x, y, z) to (p, q, τ) is not trivial. For
instane, having aess to the funtion H˜(p, q, τ) in or-
der to ompute the Hamiltonian dynamis seems rather
omplex. In order to avoid these diulties, even though
the eld lines are propagated in the (p, q, τ) spae, we de-
ided to ompute the −∂qH˜ in the (x, y, z) spae using
the expressions (7).
We therefore have to keep a onstant orrespondene
between the two spaes. This is performed by onsidering
the expression of p given by Eq.(14), and explains our
gauge hoie to keep it as simple as possible. In order to get
(x, y, z) given a value of (p, q, τ), only y is given impliitly
by Eq.(14) sine x = q and z = τ . The inversion is done
numerially using a simple Newton sheme, for whih the
rst guess for the root is given by the Euler method.
3.3 Dealing with pseudo-singularities
Up to now we have assumed that the Hamiltonian trans-
formation is globally valid. By the hoie of oordinate
system, the diretion z ats as a time variable, and is
therefore assumed to be a monotoni funtion along the
eld line. One may therefore wonder what happens when
we hit a fold, whih turns the eld line in the reversed
diretion. If this is the ase z an not be monotoni and
the Hamiltonian transformation fails. Our way of dealing
with suh problems is to assign a state to eah eld line,
orresponding to whih diretion the line is propagated
in. Indeed when we reah a point where vz = 0, one may
expet that vx or vy is not null. Sine our oordinate sys-
tem is arbitrary, we may oneptually rotate our frame in
order to get vz 6= 0 in this new oordinate system and
propagate our eld with the sympleti sheme. Ideally,
it would be best suited to loally rotate the oordinate
system and try to take the ar-length along the line as
a measure of the titious time variable. However when
omputing many eld lines together, this proedure would
mean to keep trak of all oordinate systems and rotate
them after eah step to the loal Frenet system before per-
forming the transformation and the next time step. This
seems numerially expensive. We settled for a more prag-
mati point of view. Field lines are thus assigned a number
i ∈ {1, 2, 3} orresponding to whih oordinate system the
Hamiltonian transformation is applied to. These numbers
orresponding to a yli permutation of the oordinates
(x, y, z) of a oordinate system given one and for all.
Furthermore as was previously disussed, problems may
also arise when vy = 0. If suh a seldom situation ours,
we simply permute the urrent x and y diretions. For-
mally this orresponds to a dierent hoie for p and q and
a dierent hoie of gauge for ξ. A new number j ∈ {1, 2}
is therefore assigned to the eld line.
When hanging the oordinate system, we have to make
sure that we will ontinue to advane along the line,
meaning we have to be areful and make sure that the
new Hamiltonian transformation will not end up in going
baktrak along the already omputed path. We therefore
hoose an orientation for the lines and impose the ondi-
tion
v · dM > 0 . (15)
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It is obviously important to ensure that this ondition is
still satised when hanging oordinates. Sine it is on-
eptually easier to deal with a positive time step dτ , and
sine eld lines are invariant when multiplied by a salar
eld, we perform the hange v → −v when neessary in
order to omply with Eq.(15). This implies that another
number k ∈ {1, 2} must be assigned to the eld line.
At last, sine we try to avoid performing a rotation
of our oordinate system, exept for simple permutation
of the oordinates, we may hit points for whih the eld
is along one of the oordinates, leaving us with two zero-
valued oordinates and problems of invertibility. In order
to deal with suh situations, we atually have to onsider
a seond referene frame, not issued by a permutation.
We may then onsider for instane a π/4 rotation around
the z-diretion of the original oordinate system, and deal
with problemati points in this frame. Given all possibili-
ties while omputing the eld line, its state (the numbers
(i, j, k)) an thus take twelve dierent values, and we an
be in two dierent oordinate systems, giving us a broad
range of twenty four Hamiltonians in order to ompute a
eld line.
4 Appliations
In order to test the algorithm and start to explore the
possibilities oered by the analysis of eld line haos, we
started with a basi three dimensional ow, namely the
ABC-ow [13,14℄. We rst validate our numerial sheme
by onsidering a hoie of parameters for whih no singu-
larity ours and the Hamiltonian transformation is global.
Further on, we show the advantages of using a sympleti
sheme over a non-sympleti one. We then onsider inte-
grable and haoti ows for whih singularities our. In
the latter ase, Lagrangian strutures are exhibited as a re-
sult of the analysis of Poinaré setions. Finally as a proof
of onept we ompute the magneti eld lines, in the on-
text of the dynamo proess, of a magneto-hydrodynami
ow.
4.1 ABC ow
In order to test the algorithm we onsider the following
periodial ow whih may be seen as a partiular example
of the well know ABC ow [13,14℄:
vx = cos y − ε sin z
vy = sinx+ ε cos z (16)
vz = cosx− sin y + v0z ,
where ε and v0z are parameters.
We started to benhmark the ode by omparing its re-
sults with the one obtained using a non sympleti fourth
order Runge-Kutta sheme on Equations (3). Note that
in order to have some onsisteny, omparison is done
with the sympleti fourth-order Gauss-Legendre integra-
tor [12℄. For this rst test we took ε = 0.9 and v0z = 4 in
order to avoid singularities whih ours at points where
vz = 0. Sine vz > 0, z is used as the time variable, and
due to the periodi harater of the ow, we an redue
our analysis of the ow on the Poinaré map dened by the
rossing of eld lines with the suessive z = 0[2π] planes.
The resulting plot is depited in Fig. 1 using the two meth-
ods. The time step used for the run was δz = π/100. To
the naked eye, the same setion is obtained for both ases,
points solely dier in the haoti region. The haoti be-
haviour of steady eld lines in three dimensions is lear.
This rst test is used in order to onrm that the proposed
method omputes what it is expeted to.
Now let us onsider the advantages of using suh a
sympleti algorithm. For this purpose we onsider the
integrable ase ε = 0, and we ompare the evolution of
a eld line starting from the same initial ondition (for
visual purposes) but omputed using both methods. Sine
the ow is integrable we expet to see a losed line on the
Poinaré map.
First we onsider both ases with an idential rela-
tively large time step δz = π/10. The results are shown
in Fig. 2 and learly demonstrate that the non symple-
ti method has some shortomings as the expeted losed
line beomes a loud of points, and inward diusion is
observed. Now in order to be "fair", sine the non sym-
pleti sheme is almost twie faster on an idential om-
puter than the onserving one, we took a smaller time
step δz = π/20 for the Runge-Kutta method in order
to math the integration times (CPU times) between the
methods. Still, as seen in the insert in Fig. 2 some in-
ward diusion is observed with the Runge-Kutta sheme.
These non-onservative features may indue spurious ef-
fets, for instane when onsidering transport properties
in the kineti limit, while transport may be not Gaussian
(see for instane [16,17℄) one may end observing a diu-
sive behaviour with a diusion oeient governed by the
algorithm, as this diusive behaviour will end up eras-
ing in a nite time any potential memory eet generated
by the presene of regular trajetories in a mixed phase
spae. In this sense using a onservative algorithm despite
its extra numerial overhead, we may avoid false interpre-
tations whih may arise with Runge-Kutta as for instane
possible transient anomalous behaviour.
In the rest of the paper we use the sixth-order Gauss-
Legendre sheme.
4.2 Flow with pseudo singularities
We now test the ode on a ow for whih the problems of
singularities and non invertibility our. Namely we on-
sider a series of ows for whih v0z → 0. We rst on-
sider the integrable ase (ε = 0). The results are shown
in Fig. 3. It is easy to see from Eqs.(16) that the ow be-
omes somewhat two-dimensional, as the z dependene of
the ow ompletely vanishes. For this two-dimensional
steady ow cosx+sin y = H2D is a onstant along the eld
line and orresponds to the stream funtion whih ats as
a Hamiltonian. This property gives rise to the losed lines
observed in the Poinaré setion depited in Fig. 3. Thus
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for any value v0z > 0 we expet to have idential se-
tions, whih is the ase as we take dierent values of v0z
ranging from 3 to 0.01 (v0z → 0) observed in Fig. 3. An
additional feature ours when v0z = 0, all eld lines ap-
pear to beome periodi and loalised (forming a losed
line). In this regard, we like to pinpoint a spei fat
about our hoie for the equations of the ABC ow given
by Eqs.(16). In fat it is usually a ommon proedure to
take vz = H2D(x, y) (see for instane [15,18℄). In the in-
tegrable situation this proedure leads to a onstant vz,
and helial eld lines. In these regards, the hoie of the
minus sign in the third equation of Eqs.(16) drastially
hanges the behaviour of eld lines. From the perspetive
of testing the numerial sheme, this hoie also proved to
be more hallenging than usually [15℄, sine the eld lines
"bite their tails".
Sine the numeris are giving us what we expet, we
may now move to a non-integrable situation. For this pur-
pose we onsider ε = 0.15 with a v0z = 0: the integrable
ase with losed eld lines is perturbed. A Poinaré setion
is shown in Fig. 4. One an observe regions with regular
quasi-periodi eld lines, and regions of haos. In the reg-
ular region, one an notie some deloalised eld lines,
as well as apparently loalised ones (at least in the z-
diretion). In the haoti sea, one noties a region with a
vanishing density of points, in other words a region whih
is not often rossed. Sine the depited setion is om-
puted in the x = 0 [2π] plane, one an expet that regions
in these planes for whih vx = 0 are not rossed. It implies
that regions around the urves given by cos y = ε sin z are
not often rossed. These urves orrespond to the light re-
gion in Fig. 4 for one, and for the entre of the regular
region in Fig. 4 for the other one. Before onluding on
this partiular example, we want to mention the existene
of two islands in the haoti region nearby the low-density
region that the method is able to detet.
4.3 Lagrangian strutures
In fat the Poinaré setion shown in Fig. 4 is quite generi
for systems with one and a half degrees of freedom, with
regions of regular motion and a haoti sea. In this setion
we desribe the shape of the eld lines orresponding to
the regular regions. Indeed ontrarily to a true phase spae
setion from a given Hamiltonian, the setion depited in
Fig. 4 orresponds to eld lines obtained typially by a
produt of loal Hamiltonians. The time dependene
is therefore not always monotoni. We thus may expet
more omplexity than the typial braid of helial stru-
tures whih is expeted in the phase-spae extended with
a time diretion. Besides this possible inrease of omplex-
ity, the regular strutures may have also a ruial physial
impat. For instane, if one onsider the eld v as being
the veloity eld of an inompressible uid, the transport
properties of passive salars will be along the eld lines.
Thus the properties of these regular regions may greatly
inuene global properties of transport or mixing in this
ow.
In order to loalise the oherent Lagrangian strutures
assoiated with regular eld lines, we just onsider initial
onditions within a regular zone in the Poinaré setion,
and omputed the resulting eld lines. To our knowledge
this type of methodology has not been applied to generi
divergene free elds, in partiular to the onsidered ABC
ow. Results are shown in Fig. 5. Typially one noties
two types of behaviours, loalised eld lines, whih are
drawing a nite surfae, and unloalised ones. Note the
mushroom-like shape of the unloalised eld line, whih
if onsidered as the trajetory of a passive traer, may
appear as suessive sheets in an experiment. Among the
unloalised regular eld lines, one an also nd a sim-
ple helial like form, when one onsiders an initial on-
dition within the two small islands loated not far from
the no rossing region. To onlude on these strutures,
it is worthwhile mentioning that even by looking at the
setions trough dierent planes (y = 0 [2π] or z = 0 [2π])
the same strutures are obtained. They just have dier-
ent setions with these planes. One may also infer the
Poinaré plot depited in Fig. 4 that the loalised stru-
tures (Fig. 5 lower panel) appear as sandwihed between
the unloalised mushroom ones (Fig. 5 upper panel). We
may also note that the observed "oherent strutures" do
not have neessarily a simple tubular shape, hene we may
speulate that using this tehnique to unover spatially ex-
tended oherent strutures in more omplex ows suh as
MHD, may yields some unexpeted shapes with maybe im-
portant physial onsequenes and seletion mehanisms.
4.4 Magneti Field from MHD
We shall now onsider a full feature numerial study and
move on to the magneti eld obtained through magneto-
hydrodynamis (MHD) simulations. The origin of osmi
magneti elds an be investigated in the frame of MHD.
The problem is to extrat the underlying mehanisms of
the dynamo proess, i.e. of the self-exitation of a mag-
neti eld by plasma or uid motions. To desribe the
generation of large-sale magneti elds from small-sale
turbulene many mehanisms are involved and, in the fol-
lowing, we will fous on the so-alled α2-dynamo (see for
instane [20℄).
The equations of inompressible MHD, written in the
usual units, read
D
Dt
u = −∇p+ b · ∇b+ ν∇2u+ f
D
Dt
b = b · ∇u+ η∇2b (17)
∇ · b = ∇ · u = 0 ,
where by denition, η is the magneti diusivity, ν the
kinemati visosity and the salar p is the sum of the hy-
drostati and the magneti pressures. We hoose ν = η =
10−3. Here, both uid veloity u and magneti eld b are
expressed in Alfvèn speed units. The ow is fored by a
divergene free eld at sales muh smaller than the width
L = 2π of the ubi and periodi box. α2-dynamo is en-
haned by imposing the foring to be maximally helial:
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its relative heliity is one at any time [19,20℄. Initial on-
ditions are u = 0 and b ∼ 0. The ow is driven by the
foring and it turns out that the Reynolds number based
on the Taylor mirosale is around a few units: this is a
moderate turbulent regime. In fat, a noteworthy eet of
the Lorentz fore is to derease by roughly a fator ten
the Reynolds value. In Fig. 7 are drawn time evolutions
of the total kineti and magneti energies of the plasma.
Clearly, owing to the kineti foring, kineti energy is ini-
tially rapidly aumulated. The growth of the magneti
energy initiates then a derease of the kineti energy and
a quasi-saturated state is reahed at time T = 300. The
eddy turnover time is typially of a few time units. Trans-
fer of heliity from the foring to the ow and from the
ow to the magneti eld, but also Alfvén eets and an
inverse asade proess (after time T ∼ 15 here) lead to
the generation of a robust anisotropi large sale magneti
eld, haraterised by a pile up of magneti energy at the
largest sales [21,20℄. One the large sale magneti eld
reahes a stationary state, a rough snapshot of the Eule-
rian eld an be summarised by the approximation
b ∼ cos zex + sin zey + ǫ
∑
|k|∼kF
bk exp(ik · x) , (18)
where ǫ is a small parameter to indiate that energetially
dominant modes are at the largest sales k = 2π/L = 1
and kF is the foring sale. In Fig. 7, we draw a Poinaré
setion of the three-dimensional magneti eld lines result-
ing from the magneti eld obtained at time T = 900. This
is the setion of 100magneti eld lines. Initial positions of
the traers to determine the elds lines are randomly dis-
tributed in the periodi box. The omputation is done by
inluding in the eld an energetially onsequent fration
of the modes. Inlusion of all the modes would have been
too omputer time onsuming and, sine in this paper we
put our eort on showing a proof of onept and we do
not fous on the details of the Lagrangian strutures. For
instane, dissipative Eulerian strutures are not inluded
in the struture of the eld. The existene of haoti La-
grangian strutures is however learly observed in Fig 7.
It is also observed adrift of the strutures aording to
their height z. In fat, this drift trivially originates from
the Eulerian eld as an be seen by inspetion of the rst
term on the r.h.s of Eq. (18). We like to insist on the fat
that Fig. 7 learly suggests the existene of a non trivial
underlying Lagrangian and haoti organisation in duality
with the well established oherent Eulerian strutures sug-
gested by the approximation (18). These remarks suggest
that the study of the Lagrangian strutures in this type
of ow oers promising prospets. Indeed, haos of eld
lines of a ow, neither neessarily turbulent nor unstation-
nary, is an ingredient known to learly enhane a dynamo
eet; an lear example being the G.O. Roberts dynamo
where an ABC ow is used[22℄. The large sale term of
the saturated magneti eld in the simulations is, in fat,
also of ABC type. However the role of the turbulene in
the generation of the former, but also how the inverse as-
ade generates helial strutures in a turbulent ow are
not lear. Thinking those proesses in terms of Lagrangian
strutures in parallel with a lassiation and measure of
their heliities might allow a new understanding of the
interplay of turbulent, helial and haoti phenomena in
dynamo proesses. Finally, we should emphasise that the
presene of haos does not neessarily rely onto any om-
plexity in the small sale perturbative term of Eq. (18).
Indeed, it probably essentially results in the presene of
the large sale Beltrami struture, bǫ=0 = κ∇∧bǫ=0 with
κ = −1 =Cte, as a onsequene of the Arnold theorem[13℄.
We may also emphasise on the fat that the existene of
haoti eld lines is in turn a signature of the three dimen-
sional nature of the eld, and onsidering the anti-dynamo
theorems in two-dimensional ows we may expet that the
mehanisms underlying the dynamo eets are generially
orrelated with the existene of haoti eld lines
5 Conlusion
The main purpose of this work is to propose a way to om-
pute eld lines of divergene free elds, while keeping the
onservative ux ondition valid. Field lines are omputed
by performing a loally valid Hamiltonian transformation,
whih in turn is numerially omputed using a symple-
ti sheme. The method is theoretially valid anywhere
but at points where the eld is null or innite. For elds
for whih suh points are suiently sparse that we on-
sider they numerially do not exist, a systemati proe-
dure has been proposed. Field lines are propagated using
up to twenty four dierent Hamiltonians, depending in
whih state eah line is. The states being artiially de-
ned by an a priori given frame of referene and Cartesian
oordinates, and refers to whih Hamiltonian is urrently
loally valid for the time step to be omputed. The poten-
tial appliation to three dimensional elds with periodi
boundary onditions is disussed and expliit usable ex-
pressions for the Hamiltonian and momentum are given.
We have also provided a detailed possible atual potential
implementation into a numerial ode of the ideas, and
presented numerial results obtained for spei systems.
In this proedure, we have shown some advantages of us-
ing this Hamiltonian-sympleti formalism over a regular
Runge-Kutta sheme for the eld lines.
Moreover, while testing the numerial sheme, eld
lines of ABC type ows have been investigated. For a on-
sidered integrable ow with no mean ow, we have shown
that eld lines an be all losed. Also a Poinaré setion
of a non-integrable ow, for whih the eld lines an not
be desribed by a global Hamiltonian has been omputed
and a mixed phase spae with a haoti sea and regular re-
gions is exhibited. From this analysis Lagrangian oherent
strutures are extrated, and either loalised or extended
strutures have been found. Finally in order to show an
appliation of the numerial tool in order to takle physi-
al problems, the eld lines of the magneti eld resulting
from an magneto-hydrodynami simulations in a dynamo
proess have been omputed.
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Fig. 1. Poinaré setion of the ow (16) with v0z = 4 and
ε = 0.9. The Poinare setion is performed on the z = 0 [2pi]
plane. The ow is omputed using the 4th-order sympleti
sheme with a time step δz = pi/100.
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Fig. 2. Poinaré setion of the ow (16) with v0z = 3 and
ε = 0. The Poinare setion is performed on the z = 0 [2pi]
plane for only one initial ondition (3.142, 4.742) ∼ (pi, 3pi/2).
The blak line orresponds to the expeted quasi-periodi tra-
jetory obtained with the fourth-order sympleti sheme. The
loud of green dots orresponds to the trajetory obtained by
the fourth-order Runge-Kutta sheme, showing some diusion
towards the entre of the island. Integration is performed up
to z = pi 106, with a time step δz = pi/10. In the insert the
same simulation is performed for the Runge-Kutta sheme but
with a smaller time step δz = pi/20 diusion is still present,
the dark line being a replot of the results obtained with the
sympleti sheme and the larger time step δz = pi/10.
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Fig. 3. Left: Poinaré setion of the ow (16) for the integrable
ase ε = 0: note that the same setion is obtained as we take
dierent values of v0z ranging from 3 to 0.01 (v0z → 0). The
* signs, orrespond to points obtained for v0z = 0, the eld
lines appear to be periodi for this ase. The Poinaré setion
is performed on the z = 0 [2pi] plane with δτ = pi/50. Right:
Four eld lines omputed for the integrable ase ε = 0 and
v0z = 0. Field lines are indeed periodi and form losed lines.
Fig. 4. Poinaré setion of the ow (16) for a haoti ase
ε = 0.15, for a ow with pseudo-singularities. One an infer
a haoti region and a regular one. One also noties a region
whih is not often rossed in the haoti sea (lighter zone). The
Poinaré setion is performed on the x = 0 [2pi] plane. The plot
is made with 100 eld lines whih are iterated 2105 times with
a time step of δz = pi/100.
Fig. 5. Upper panel: regular drifting eld line. Lower panel:
Loalised eld line.
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Fig. 6. Time evolution of kineti energy (green line) and mag-
neti energy (blue line).
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Fig. 7. Poinaré setion of magneti eld lines.
